Throughout the tropics, the wood sector provides hundreds of thousands of people with jobs, including in artisanal operations that can go unnoticed in official statistics but which are crucial employers in rural areas. In this edition of the Tropical Forest Update, Paolo Cerutti and co-authors (page 3) report that artisanal chainsaw millers in Côte d’Ivoire—mostly young people seeking to become financially independent—produce at least one-quarter of the country’s domestic wood supply and probably much more; there is also substantial cross-border trade with neighbouring countries. Yet this part of the industry operates largely informally, lacking official monitoring, regulation and taxation and posing challenges for the sustainability of the sector and the resource on which it depends. Informality also means that government misses out on considerable revenue,
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even though the operators themselves likely have to pay substantial “informal” taxes and fees. Cerutti and co-authors, whose research is part of an ITTO project in West and Central Africa, say there is a clear need for timber policies that bring the artisanal wood sector into formal economies in ways that both reduce informal costs in the sector and avoid imposing excessive formal taxes and other fees.

Small-scale operators are also the focus of an article by Pio Santiago and Mayra Espinoza (page 6), who report on the outcomes of an ITTO project that assisted indigenous communities in the Peruvian Amazon to tap into the fairtrade market. Fairtrade is a form of trade to encourage a voluntary, fair commercial relationship between producers and consumers. The Association for Integrated Research and Development (AIDER) worked with seven indigenous communities to certify their forest operations under the Forest Stewardship Council. Among other things, the project provided communities with training in various aspects of forest management, procedures for obtaining harvesting permits, wood processing and business management.

The communities established an association, PROMACER, to promote sustainable forest management and certification, which joined forces with AIDER to create a third entity, Citeindigena SRL, with the aim of assisting community producers to gain access to markets for their certified wood products. The income of indigenous families involved in the project has already doubled, and local producers are ready to step further into the fairtrade market in the expectation that it will bring higher prices and ensure fair business dealings.

An article by Gloria Djaney Djagbletey and her co-authors (page 11) reports on an ITTO project in Ghana that has helped forest-fringe communities in three ecological zones—rainforests, semi-deciduous forests and the forest–savannah transition—develop conservation and sustainable-use strategies for medicinal plant species. Rural people in Ghana rely heavily on forest herbs, shrubs, lianas and trees as medicines for a wide range of ailments, but a combination of overexploitation and a lack of management poses a serious threat to the survival of such species. Participating communities were trained in seed collection and handling, nursery practices, medicinal home-gardening and plant domestication, and they carried out a range of conservation and production measures for valuable medicinal plants to ensure a sustainable supply. A next step will be to encourage communities throughout Ghana to adopt such practices.

The article by Yazar Minn and Reinhold Glauner (page 15) reports on an ex-post evaluation of an ITTO project in Myanmar. The project was completed in 2009 and the evaluation took place in 2016—enough time to indicate the sustainability of project outcomes. All the pilot teak seed production areas established under the project still exist and are being maintained, and another community has adopted the concept because of its capacity to generate revenue. A shortcoming of the original project design was that it had no formal link with policy development; nevertheless, there is potential to address teak genetic conservation in Myanmar’s new forest policy now being drafted.

The article by Pradeepa Bholanath (page 19) describes an ITTO project in Guyana, declared complete in November 2016, that helped increase the professionalism of the country’s wood-processing sector through training, the publication of revised timber grading rules to bring them into line with international standards, and awareness-raising. Among other things, the project helped increase wood recovery rates by 10%, and there has been similar growth in exports by small and medium-sized operators. The Guyana Forestry Commission is continuing some of the activities commenced under the project to assist the wood-processing sector to maintain its upward trajectory.

Wood processing and trade are important generators of employment in many tropical countries, but informal operators have been flying under the radar for long enough. If done well, bringing small-scale operations into the formal economy can have significant benefits for countries, communities, employees, forests and entrepreneurs. Maximizing the benefits for local people in such a process is imperative, and a major policy challenge.
Artisanal timber producers and traders fly largely under the radar in the region, and there is a clear need for policies and legal frameworks that incorporate their activities.
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Finding legal timber to supply the domestic market is a challenge in Côte d’Ivoire, a country in which forestry is the fourth-highest sector in export earnings. By law, a certain percentage of annual timber production must supply the local market, but the exact percentage has never been clarified. In practice it equates to 10–20% of industrial timber, according to official estimates (MINEF 2014), but this range falls substantially short of domestic demand. Compounding the issue, industrial production has declined sharply in Côte d’Ivoire, while the country’s domestic market, as well as those of neighbouring countries, have grown. Local farmers and non-industrial sawyers have filled the gap, selling trees felled in the preparation of fields or harvesting abandoned logs from the edges of logging operations, gazetted forests and fallows.

Côte d’Ivoire is not alone in this trend. Research by the Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOR) and partners in many countries in sub-Saharan Africa, Southeast Asia and Latin America has highlighted a similar pattern in domestic timber supply (Wit et al. 2010; Cerutti et al. 2014). The artisanal timber sector is thriving in sub-Saharan Africa, supplying millions of cubic metres of wood, fuelling cross-border timber trade, supporting hundreds of thousands of households and helping generate livelihoods.

According to most country and international data, however, this artisanal sector and the associated cross-border trade simply don’t exist. Records are scant and incomplete, and there are few data or targeted regulations; the supply chain falls largely under the radar of official statistics. In some countries, including Côte d’Ivoire (where the non-industrial exploitation of forest resources is prohibited), the entire sector and those working in it are classed as illegal.

Research has begun to shed light on sub-Saharan Africa’s domestic timber market. The recently completed ITTO project PD 700/13 Rev.2 (I) Phase I, Stage 1: “Development of intra-African trade and further processing in tropical timber and timber products”, implemented by CIFOR, documented the processes, scale and impacts of the market in Côte d’Ivoire as well as the cross-border trade of timber with Côte d’Ivoire, Cameroon and the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). Alongside earlier work by CIFOR, the research highlights the importance of this sector to local people, countries and the region as a whole.

Sub-Saharan Africa’s invisible timber markets

Profitable, thriving and informal

Small-scale logging is an age-old activity in Côte d’Ivoire. It was banned in 2013, however, with the passing of laws designed to facilitate industrial-scale logging for export; similar bans have also been enacted in other countries in sub-Saharan Africa. The change in legal status has done little to quell the local consumption of artisanal timber in Côte d’Ivoire, however. Instead, the sector now operates informally, with thousands of people continuing to rely on it directly and indirectly for timber, employment and income. Our study indicates that artisanal chainsaw millers supply at least 27% of Côte d’Ivoire’s domestic market—an estimated 1 million m³ roundwood equivalent—although other data (e.g. Louppe & Ouattara 2013) suggest this could be a gross underestimate.

The economic benefits are widespread: the industry supports carpenters, cabinetmakers, wood sellers, transporters, loggers and others. Money also flows to those with authority at various points of the supply chain, with the informal imposition of administrative costs. Many small-scale sawyers are young people from both rural and urban areas anxious...
Crossing borders

Domestic timber consumption captures only part of the story, with large volumes of artisanal timber also transported to neighbouring countries. Similarly to the in-country supply chain, the cross-border trade is largely undocumented or at least underreported.

The project monitored selected border posts in Cameroon, Côte d’Ivoire and DRC for several months. The volume of timber passing through each border post varied but, overall, the data and subsequent country estimates showed a consistent pattern across the three countries: far higher volumes of sawnwood were being traded across land borders than shipped overseas. For example, DRC is estimated to export 120 000 m³ of sawnwood across its southern and eastern borders (mainly through Uganda and Zambia) annually, which is nearly four times its estimated international sawnwood exports (de Wasseige et al. 2014). Chad is second only to China in the volume of timber it receives from Cameroon.

The volume of timber being traded across borders appears to be increasing, likely to meet the demand created by growing populations in sub-Saharan Africa and booming infrastructure development. But official records in the three countries fail to reflect what is happening on the ground. Even at border posts where records are kept, trucks are often loaded with far more wood than is recorded, and informally produced timber is mixed with industrially sourced timber, leading to the gross underestimation of actual timber production and trade.

The supervision of regional exports tends to fall under the responsibility of local administrations or even local communities, who sell standing timber to business people from neighbouring countries. The requirements and efficiency of formal trade vary between countries: in Côte d’Ivoire, for example, timber can be cleared across a border in 24 hours, whereas the official clearance procedure for moving products from DRC to Uganda and from Cameroon to Chad can take a week or more. At all the border posts monitored in our study, various informal arrangements exist alongside official procedures to simplify the export process, usually involving cash payments to customs officials and other parties with power. On the Cameroon–Nigeria border and the eastern and southern borders of DRC, informal direct payments to local officials are the norm and regular, formal taxation is the exception.

Integrating into the formal sector

The profitable and important artisanal timber industry operates outside official records and formal processes and therefore lacks sufficient monitoring and regulation of its financial, environmental, social and governance impacts. There is a clear need for adapted and improved timber policy frameworks that better incorporate artisanal...
domestic and regional timber trade. Understanding the dynamics of artisanal timber production and trade, and using such knowledge to align policies with this thriving sector, can boost local livelihoods, sustainable forest management and national export income.

Technical and regulatory solutions exist for integrating informal domestic timber markets into the formal forest sector. For example, financial incentives could be granted to artisanal sawyers and traders for supplying the government with production and trade data, to which formal taxes could be applied. Artisanal sawyers and local timber traders are—first and foremost—entrepreneurs. They value simple processes, which may involve informal payments and bribes to enable the continuation of their operations. If technical and policy solutions add formal costs (e.g. in the form of taxation) without clear signs that public officials will reduce the number and amounts of informal payments required to stay in business, operators will resist integration into the formal economy.

These challenges are largely the responsibility of producer countries. We hope that the day will come when countries are less concerned about what happens within their borders than with what happens to forests at a larger scale (e.g. at the regional, landscape or ecoregional scale), but we are not yet there. The reality is that importer and consumer countries in sub-Saharan Africa (e.g. Burkina Faso, Chad, Kenya, Mali, Niger, Nigeria and Uganda) and beyond might express their concern about the negative socioeconomic and environmental impacts of timber production in neighbouring countries while also reaping the benefits of such trade—it fulfils their local timber demand, and most of the direct negative impacts are in the exporting countries. In this sense, innovative technical and policy solutions must be researched and tested at the supranational level to increase the benefits of intra-African timber trade and reduce its most persistent negative impacts.
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